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Abstract: The negligence of adequate planning and development of recreational facilities in Nigeria is a huge setback to cities achieving maximum utilization in their social, economic, physical and environmental sectors. This is coupled with many other managerial problems in maintaining the few available ones; and as such it has led to gradual decay of the nation’s recreational areas and, hence reduced their benefit to the built environment. These benefits include general beauty, healthy lifestyles, increased leisure activities, communal interaction and preservation of natural system and maximizing abandoned land spaces. Assessing this need is valuable as the continuous growth of urban areas without considering the planning, development and management of recreational areas has led to the unpleasant environmental consequences. Using secondary source of data gathering, the paper reviews literatures on the general need for developing recreational facilities in Nigeria and critically examines the planning and development designs, the important facilities and management procedures for recreational areas. It asserts that there is a need for an improvement in landscape planning through effective physical planning, aesthetic management, development control/schemes and the enforcement of adequate management techniques.
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I. Introduction

Increased population in Nigerian cities has led to the demand of more land spaces for other land uses like residential, commercial, industrial, agricultural and industrial activities at the expense of recreational and open spaces (Ogunseli and Jegede, 2011). This has resulted in multiple developments of squatter settlement, ghettos and illegal structures that describe our uncontrolled developments are prevalent (Olujimi, 2009; Alabi, 2010 and Aluko, 2011). This is coupled with many other managerial problems in maintaining the few available ones; and as such it has led to gradual decay of the nation’s recreational areas and, hence reduced their benefit to the built environment. These benefits include general beauty, healthy lifestyles, increased leisure activities, communal interaction and preservation of natural system and maximizing abandoned land spaces. Assessing this need is valuable as the continuous growth of urban areas without considering the planning, development and management of recreational areas has led to the unpleasant environmental consequences. Using secondary source of data gathering, the paper reviews literatures on the general need for developing recreational facilities in Nigeria and critically examines the planning and development designs, the important facilities and management procedures for recreational areas. It asserts that there is a need for an improvement in landscape planning through effective physical planning, aesthetic management, development control/schemes and the enforcement of adequate management techniques.
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I. Planning/Design for Recreational Areas

A well designed, landscaped and managed recreational centers and open spaces within the neighborhood/environment can offer play areas for children, communal space, and, serene environment and also contribute to the quality of life and well-being. Planning for recreational areas within human dwellings is an attempt to study human needs, scientific examination of contemporary resources, demographic growth and urban expansion. Planning is not complete without the proper distribution of recreational spaces and proposals.
for construction of required varied facilities to provide indoor and outdoor activities which make up balanced programme. The purpose of planning is to promote, extend and make available the necessary areas and physical plants for more perfect administration of public recreational service.

In developing recreational areas, factors for supply and demand are considered. The planner has a major role to play in the supply and resultant effects on landscape and also on recreational habits of the residents in urban areas. This is because leisure is essentially a matter of individual and normally reflected in the wide range of recreational activities open to him. Choice is always conditioned by certain factors such as age, marital status, income, educational background and also the availability of suitable resources and facilities to make proper use of them.

Demand as used by the planner “is the number of persons required to take part in particular recreational activities and hence is manifested in demand for facilities”. This affects the design of various locations. The park has to be designed according to the demand of an area. Design is the search for forms that satisfy a program (Lynch, 1976). It deals with particular solutions, while the programs is concerned with general characteristics and destined outcomes. Designs with programming are modified as a design process. Design is in all human thought; it is not restricted to geniuses or separate form practicability, or a sudden relation (Lynch, 1976).

Facilities and utilities should be provided for public conveniences. These include dustbins, public toilets, canteens, snack bars, drink bars, ice cream stand, suya joints and benches. Every park and recreational area should have a well prepared emergency plan. The plan must be specially related to park activities provided; for example, size of the park, number of people using the park and the proximity of these facilities to the users which depends particularly on the size and type of recreational area.

Facilities in Siting Public Parks

Runte (1997), stated the basic facilities of a public park, which include; grassed area for field sports, paved areas for court games (basketball, volleyball), swimming pool, recreational building, picnic facilities, space for adult passive recreation, parking areas and rest rooms. He further illustrate in the table below, the age group, population and geographical area served.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature of Space</th>
<th>Age group to be served</th>
<th>Approx. mini size</th>
<th>Unit needed</th>
<th>Service Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood park playground</td>
<td>5-14 inclusive</td>
<td>6-10 acres</td>
<td>One per 4000-6000</td>
<td>½ mile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Park playground</td>
<td>All groups but youths especially</td>
<td>15-20 acres</td>
<td>One per 20,000-25,000</td>
<td>1 mile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialized Park and transitional sites</td>
<td>Variables</td>
<td>Determined by public demand</td>
<td>Variables</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Park</td>
<td>All groups</td>
<td>Variables</td>
<td>Determined by public demand</td>
<td>Several communities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Runte, 1997 Standards for Public Park

Management of Recreational areas and Facilities

Akintude and Akintude, (2002) described in their study the factors responsible for lack of development of recreational sport facilities; they include poor management, religion, land tenure system, politics, geographical location and the climate, socio-cultural background, the level of health awareness of individuals and the influence of pressure groups were examined. Good management is a vital aspect in the realization of set goals and objectives of any organization, institution or government especially in the case of those in charge of development of open space. It demands the need, aspiration and interests of people to be served is taken into consideration. Planning is for the people and recreation must be built around the desires and interests of the people for effective participation on the park and its users (Butler, 1940).

Management extends to the relationship between employers and the public in order to accomplish their set purpose. They must be one in mind and purpose. Poor relationship result in lack of enthusiasm to work, indifference in a half heated effort, and labor unrest. This will result in failure to understand the motives that makes man work, such as hopes and ambition.

Design and management are highly related. They involve the initiating organization and control of all those matters to enable effective results to be obtained; this involves a design staff, a design organization and a design process, the whole interaction taking place within design and drawing office of various kind (Lock and Farrow, 1989). According to Drucker (1954), management has the essence of creating a true whole that is larger than the sum of its parts. Thorncroft (1976), sees management as the science of organization and operation or at
a practical level the act of directing and conducting affairs. Perhaps Drucker’s conception of management as a multi-purpose organ that manages investment project manages managers and manages workers and work appears more comprehensive. This definition of management entails the manipulation of resources, people and skills for the achievement of set goals.

The development and progress of any society depends to a great extent on the prevailing state of management capacity. It is one of the most critical problems facing Nigeria in the present decade (Udoka, et al, 1978). The manageability of an investment is the extent to which it requires monitoring and periodic change (Ogbeuefi, 2002). According to Opaluwah (2003) management of facilities involves the application of core principles in the procurement of facilities management. Such principles are explained below.

a) Planning and Programming: This involves the collation and usage of relevant data from sources as operation manuals, logbook, maintenance schedule and past experience to formulate and implement policies and procedures for effective of the facility.

b) Organizing: It is important for the facilities to be grouped either by their function or the building in which the facility is located. The method of ordering maintenance is also crucial as it determines the point of initiation of action.

c) Staffing: The personal engaged in the procurement of facility management must be deliberately trained, recruited and equipped to function effectively. Remuneration and other motivating factor must be deliberately catered for to enable such employees devote quality time to their duties.

d) Directing: In the case of facilities, the various specified maintenance activities and duration must be properly scheduled and affected religiously. Maintenance work must be directed in such a way that it does not impact negatively on production.

e) Controlling: As the other areas of management, facility managers must be necessarily control their work processes in order to achieve desired objectives.

f) Evaluating: Every management system must subject itself to periodic evaluation. This is necessary in order to assess the extent of success or failures. In the event of success, the manager needs to put in place structure not only continue to achieve success but to also improve on level of success. In the event of failure, a review of the causes of failure and probable mitigating steps are analyzed and taken in order to ensure a turn around.

Solutions to Problems Associated with Development of Recreational Facilities/Areas in Urban Communities

Falade (1989) noted the ineffectiveness of the Nigerian planning Legislation in enforcing their proposed plans into developed recreational centers in cities. A singular arm is incapacitated in tackling the problems without the team services of all interested and affected groups. An effective plan is a necessity just as the collaboration of all stakeholders in decision making process is expedient. A concrete managerial procedure coupled with proper planning, design techniques and development structures should be pursued. This will incorporate the training and re-training of skilled manpower, innovation and flexibility in operation, monitoring, protection, conservation and management of recreational areas.

Due to the prevalence of social vices in our society, adequate provision should be made for supervision, security and safety of the easily removable facilities and equipment. Recreational facilities can be developed by various bodies in the community provided the goals and objective are understood by government and the general public. An individual in a community can embark on developing park facilities. In a situation where the development of recreational facilities is too costly to afford by a single person, a joint effort may be sought. In this case, many leisure lovers who have the means (capital ) and are willing to sponsor part or whole programmes can come together to develop these facilities. Similarly, the individuals or philanthropists and the community may decide to levy themselves and join efforts in order to develop leisure facilities. Recreation clubs and halls are good example of this.

What matters most is for such government to play its part and encourage individuals in the community to assist. Our government should enforce and maintain good town planning in our cities including the so called rural areas and set an example to be set by providing a model recreation facility at least for each community. Government should embark upon thorough campaign and publicity for more public awareness to the importance of participation in recreational activities and the prospects it can bring to a city. This may be done through mass media, posters, seminars and clinics for both seniors and juniors staff of various work of life and the public in general the local, state and federal levels.

Government should embark upon thorough campaign and publicity for more public awareness to the importance of participation in recreational activities and the prospects it can bring to a community. This may be done through mass media, posters, seminars and clinics for both seniors and juniors staff of various work of life and the public in general the local, state and federal levels.
III. Conclusion

A situation where government provides recreational facilities (e.g. sports stadium and centers); there is need for proper maintenance and sustenance. The cost of maintenance may force the government to commercialise such facilities and if care is not taken the bill may be too much for the public to bear, eventually the public may be discouraged and such facilities may not be put to its maximum use. Local government could help in establishing recreational parks and centre, however where hiring fees would be taken it should be very minimal. In the same vain there are other institutions such as corporatons, industries, firms and companies that can assist greatly in the development of these facilities. The health of employees and the public should be the concern of any company that wants maximum workers, output. Many commercial and government institutions are now conscious of the importance of physical fitness and health programmes for their employees fostering the need for planning and developing more recreational areas.
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